
Volkswagen
Caddy Maxi

With five seats as standard, this practical, 
spacious and family-friendly vehicle impresses 
from every angle.

The wheelchair accessible Volkswagen Caddy 
from Versa is hugely popular, and it’s not hard 
to see why. Our practical and lightweight ramp 
makes for a stylish and inconspicuous conversion. 
Ease of use is paramount, with unrivalled 
engineering and attention to detail ensuring 
comfort and safety for everyone on board.
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Volkswagen Caddy Maxi WAV

Standard Seating 5 seats + 1 wheelchair

Wheelchair access Ramp

Fuel Type Diesel or Petrol

Entry height 1,385mm

External height 1,868mm

External length 4,878mm

Standard ramp width 760mm

Standard ramp length 1,390mm

Key Statistics

bristolstreetversa.com

The wheelchair accessible Volkswagen Caddy by Versa comfortably and safely accommodates the wheelchair user 
and up to five seated passengers (including the driver). Twin sliding doors allow for ease of passenger access with a 
lightweight manual ramp to the rear for wheelchair access which can also be upgraded to fold flat into the vehicle. This 
means that when the wheelchair user is not travelling, a huge and easily accessible boot space can be created.

The Caddy is available in manual or automatic transmission and available as either petrol or diesel. 

Features include anti-lock braking system (ABS), touch screen DAB radio with Bluetooth, AUX & USB connectivity, 
autonomous emergency braking (AEB), cruise control, start stop technology and auto headlights & auto wipers.

Call: 0330 108 7348

Top Features
• Lightweight two-piece ramp with 

optional fold-flat design creating a 
useful boot space

• Aluminum wheelchair channel is 
robust and avoids wear and tear

• Three-point inertia seatbelt for 
wheelchair user

• Four-point wheelchair securing 

• Original manufacturer seats with 
ISOFix     

• Rear speakers

• 12v power socket in wheelchair 
user area

• Air conditioning

 • Alloy wheels
• Metallic paint as standard for 

Motability customers

Vehicle Layouts
The Volkswagen Caddy retains the original Volkswagen seats with the 
wheelchair user sitting behind and as such can accommodate up to five 
passengers, including the driver, plus the wheelchair user.

The three-seat bench in the second row has the versatility to be split, folded 
or completely removed. Retaining the original seats ensures that passengers in 
the rear of the vehicle have the most comfortable ride on full size seats.


